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Cendyn is North America’s Leading Hotel CRM Technology Provider &
Data Driven Marketing Agency for 2019 as voted by prestigious

World Travel Awards

Boca Raton, Florida – January 29, 2019 – Cendyn, the leading provider of hotel CRM and hotel sales
platforms in the hospitality industry, has been voted as North America’s Leading Hotel CRM Technology
Provider and North America’s Data Driven Marketing Agency for 2019. The prestigious World Travel
Awards recognizes companies, organizations and brands that push the boundaries of hospitality industry
excellence.

Cendyn was presented with the accolades at the World Travel Awards Caribbean & North America Gala
Ceremony at Sandals Montego Bay, Jamaica.

This is the second year in a row Cendyn has won top honors for these two categories in North America
and follows four big wins for Cendyn in the 2018 world competition for World’s Leading Hotel CRM
Technology Provider, World’s Leading Data Driven Marketing Agency, World’s Leading Hotel Sales
Proposal Platform and World’s Leading Hotel Event Management Platform.

"We are overjoyed to receive these accolades once again in North America, arguably the most
competitive region for our industry," says Charles Deyo, CEO & President of Cendyn. "Hotels must have
the right technology to differentiate themselves in this marketplace. Using Cendyn’s CRM and data-driven
digital marketing solutions, hotels can push the art, science and passion of hospitality to drive home their
unique value, reach new customers and nurture loyal guests to keep coming back.”

Cendyn’s CRM Suite caters to every hotelier from large brand to small boutique properties. Using multiple
integrations, Cendyn consolidates numerous data points from disparate data transactions to engage with
travelers throughout the guest journey. Business rules-based automation combined with dynamic
personalization and upsell opportunities drive revenue through multiple channels and helps hotels acquire
new customers.

eInsight CRM provides enterprise marketing automation and guest intelligence for multi-property/multi-
brand hotels and Cendyn’s Guestfolio CRM provides intuitive marketing automation and guest
intelligence for boutique and independent hotels.

Cendyn’s unique Data-Driven Digital Marketing Suite enables hoteliers to learn about and target their
most valuable guests. By targeting the right guests, at the right time, with the right message, hoteliers cut
through the noise of the crowded hospitality industry with personalized multi-channel campaigns that
showcase and drive awareness of your brand.

Hotels are continuing to evolve in how they engage with their guests. By using technology and data to
drive this engagement with guests, hoteliers can revolutionize how they interact with guests, use tools to
drive direct bookings, maintain brand presence with their most valuable guests and stay competitive in
their market. Cendyn’s integrated Digital Marketing Suite and Hotel CRM Suite enables hoteliers to keep
their guests at the forefront of what they do and concentrate on providing exceptional, personalized
customer service at all times.
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About Cendyn
Cendyn is a cloud-based software and services provider that develops integrated technology platforms for
driving sales and marketing performance in the travel and hospitality industry. The Cendyn Hospitality
Cloud offers the most complete set of innovative software and services in the industry, covering hotel
marketing, guest engagement, group sales, and event management. With offices in Boca Raton, Atlanta,
Boston, Sydney, Tokyo, Whistler, London, Munich and Singapore, Cendyn proudly serves more than
30,000 clients in 143 countries with enterprise spend levels in excess of $1 billion. For more information
on Cendyn, visit www.cendyn.com.
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|  Hospitality Cloud

Hotel CRM ensures you have 
the right data and tools to 
communicate effectively with 
your guests throughout the 
travel journey.

eInsight is a comprehensive Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) platform 
for hotels, that consolidates, engages and 
measures disparate data transactions 
on travelers throughout the guest 
journey. Business rules based automation 
combined with dynamic personalization 
and upsell opportunities drive revenue 
through multiple channels and helps 
hotels acquire new customers.

“We saw incredible results with Cendyn in just the 
first four months. We got 50% more subscriptions, 
higher click-through rates and our campaign 
revenues doubled to $1.5 million. That was incredible, 
and really showed us there was potential that had 
not been tapped before.”

Marcos Cadena, 
VP of Digital Marketing, Distribution & CRM 

“With Cendyn, we have the ability to segment, parse 
and really drill down into data, both individually and at 
a more macro level. It really helps us focus and deliver 
specific, targeted messages that guests really want.”

Dave Rubin, 
Vice President of Marketing Communications

What hoteliers are saying about 
Cendyn eInsight CRM

eInsight™ CRM
Enterprise marketing automation and guest intelligence 

for multi-property/multi-brand implementations



eInsight CRM
Consolidate, protect and automate your guest engagement
Take control of your guest data

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Realtime reporting
Build, send and measure 
email campaigns with 
real time reporting.

Intelligence
Gain insight into guests 
based on their total 
behavior and interests.Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

eInsight is a comprehensive hotel Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) platform, 
that consolidates, engages and measures 
disparate data transactions on travelers 
throughout the guest journey.

Timely communications
Personalized, one-to-one and 
transactional communications.

Merged profiles
Consolidate profiles through a 
centralized data warehouse.

Enhanced profiles
Connect to third-party data to 
find new qualified audiences.

Connected solutions
Connect seamlessly with 
eLoyalty, eUpgrade and 
other Cendyn solutions.



|  Hospitality Cloud

Personalize the guest 
experience with transactional 
communications delivered 
automatically throughout 
the travel journey.

Guestfolio is the hotel marketing platform 
that drives guest engagement, retention 
and conversion throughout the travel 
journey. With the guest profile at the heart 
of what Guestfolio does, hoteliers can 
personalize the reservation experience, 
gain insights on their guests, use tools 
that build lasting brand loyalty and 
encourage increased conversions 
from OTAs to direct bookings.

“Guestfolio has enabled us to build a relationship 
with our guests from the moment they book their 
stay at our resorts.”

Coco Collection, Maldives 

“We use Guestfolio everyday for prearrival guest 
requests to managing email marketing campaigns 
for our property.”

Sheldon Dowswell, Front Office Manager,
Nita Lake Lodge 

What hoteliers are saying about 
Cendyn Guestfolio

Guestfolio CRM
Intuitive marketing automation and guest intelligence 

for boutique and independent hotels



Guestfolio CRM
Deliver the right message at the right time - automatically
Own the digital conversation with your guests

Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

Personalize the guest experience with 
transactional communications delivered 
automatically throughout the travel journey.

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Grow your TripAdvisor 
review volume
Increase review volume by over 
120% via our partner integration.

Automated  
communications
Create beautiful confirmation, 
pre-arrival and post-stay 
guest emails.

Concierge trip planner
Showcase the local amenities 
& services of your hotel.

Drive incremental revenue
Sell room upgrades and room 
amenities.

Capture guest feedback
Gain insights through 
automated surveys.

Drag and drop 
email builder
Send newsletters, marketing 
emails & promotions.

paper-plane



|  Hospitality Cloud

Take traditional marketing 
to a new level by leveraging 
first-party CRM data to 
influence and channel shift 
your most valuable guests.

Finely tuned for hospitality, Cendyn 
understands how to get the most value 
out of every digital channel you engage. 
With true CRM integration you can harness 
your disparate data sources to identify and 
maximize your most valuable guests. Use 
actual intelligence to influence in-market 
travelers and meeting planners, source new 
qualified prospects and win back your brand 
and search terms from the OTAs.

“In Q1 of this year, our e-mail marketing revenues were 
688 percent over Q1 of last year.”

Andrew Scotland, Director, Strategy 
& Special Projects, Independent Collections 

“Cendyn has allowed us to really focus and grow our 
channel mix. We’ve exceeded our goals in the channels 
most profitable to us.”

Josh Herman, VP of Marketing & PR,
Fontainebleau Miami 

What hoteliers are saying about 
Cendyn Data Driven Digital Marketing

Data Driven Digital Marketing
Turn search and social into a revenue and loyalty engine



Data Driven Digital Marketing
Highly-targeted digital marketing with precision and scale
Own the digital travel booking journey

Understand your audience 
Learn from 1st party data to 
monitor and grow effective 
digital channels.

Increase direct bookings
Combat OTA and competitor 
conquesting of brand terms to 
grow your direct booking share.

Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

Cut through the noise of the crowded 
hospitality industry with personalized 
multichannel campaigns that engage 
your audience and showcase your brand.

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Find your next-best guests
Drive a higher ADR, ALOS and 
AOV by finding prospects that 
mirror your best guests.

Expand your reach
Increase search visibility among 
relevant in-market travelers and 
planners.

Win over shoppers 
Reengaage customers who 
visited the site, but left without 
converting.

Experts in hospitality 
marketing 
As an extension of your team, 
we provide you with valuable 
business intelligence.

OTA

CHALKBOARD-TEACHER



|  Hospitality Cloud

Manage, publish and enable 
real-time pricing and ordering 
with the hospitality industry’s 
leading menu publishing 
platform.

Put your food and beverage offerings front 
and center with dazzling digital menus. 
Cendyn’s eMenus is ideal to showcase 
catering options for events with online menus 
aimed at both group, wedding and social 
catering. Fully interactive, eMenus lets 
you manage and revise menus in real-time 
plus offer budget calculations and dynamic 
pricing.

“The robust eMenus offering has armed our sales and 
marketing team with powerful selling tools.”

Jason LaCkore, Director of Sales,
Turnberry Isle Miami

“eMenus has increased productivity and allowed us to 
drive strong revenues with dynamic pricing. Customers 
keep track of their own budget in real time.”

Sinaca Lingard, Director of Catering and
Event Management, Hilton Worldwide 

What hoteliers are saying about 
Cendyn eMenus

eMenus™

Manage hotel restaurant, catering
and event menus with ease



Cendyn eMenus
Boutique and brand-wide digital menu management
Eliminate costly and time-consuming paper menus

Manage multiple menus 
Catering, bars and restaurants.

Visual selling
Interactive design, content 
and imagery.

Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

Fully interactive, eMenus lets you self-manage 
and revise catering menus in real-time plus 
offer budget calculations and dynamic pricing.

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Dynamically price & upsell
Promote premium catering 
offers for F&B.

On-brand
Brand-approved designs.

Easy user management
Staff gains access to the tools 
they need based on role.

Part of The Cendyn 
Sales Cloud
Integrates with Cendyn 
eProposal™ and uOrder.

EYE



|  Hospitality Cloud

Build, monitor and close RFP 
business effectively with the 
hospitality industry’s leading 
proposal platform.

Seize first-responder advantage and 
dramatically increase group bookings 
by replying to RFPs in minutes, while your 
competition takes a day or more. Trusted by 
thousands of hotels and venues worldwide, 
the award-winning Cendyn eProposal lets 
you rapidly create and deliver personalized, 
media-rich RFP replies through a branded 
web-based presentation. Plus, get real-time 
alerts to interactions with your proposal so 
sales reps can react immediately.

“eProposal integrates seamlessly with CI/TY, allowing 
for the creation of highly personalized proposals in 
minutes. Plus, Cendyn’s communication suite with 
real-time alerts ensures no lead is forgotten.”

Jason LaCkore Director of Sales,
Turnberry Isle Miami 

“I recommend eProposal to hoteliers and event 
planners responding to RFPs. It saves time and 
gives you the competitive edge.”

Katrina Banzon, Complex Director of Sales,
Embassy Suites by Hilton LAX North 

What hoteliers are saying about 
Cendyn eProposal

eProposal™

Respond to RFPs in minutes



Cendyn eProposal
Dramatically increase group business opportunities
Track engagement throughout the process

International
Available in over 30 languages.

Real-time alerts
Be notified when a prospect 
opens and reads your proposal.

Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

Seize first-responder advantage and 
dramatically increase group bookings 
by replying to RFPs in minutes, while your 
competition takes a day or more. Deliver 
personalized, media-rich RFP replies, plus, 
get real-time alerts to interactions with your 
proposal so sales reps can react immediately.

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Connects to sales & catering
Integrated with systems like 
Amadeus Delphi®.

Video
Personalize proposals with video 
messages and cards.

Content library
House & maintain a content 
library of hotel offerings for 
easy access.

Monitor pipeline
Status updates in real-time by 
customer, dates or proposal 
sales stage.

Clock GLOBE-EUROPE

List-Ul

BELL



|  Hospitality Cloud

Collaborate, share documents 
and discuss hotel projects 
without the barriers of location, 
equipment or compatibility.

As secure as banking and easy to use as 
email, Getplanning enables hoteliers to 
access, distribute and exchange essential 
documentation and reporting between their 
hotels and leadership, ownership, executive 
committee, legal department and other key 
stakeholders – all in one centralized location. 
This robust managed system even includes 
organizational processes for pre-opening 
and/or flag changes.

“Projects don’t sit on desks anymore. Being efficient is 
crucial in the hospitality business.”

Adam Steen, Senior Events Manager,
Hilton Anatole 

“Getplanning saves us so much time. It empowers our 
hotel team to stay organized with all our events.”

Jennifer Sioutis, Director of Events,
Hilton Toronto

What hoteliers are saying 
about Getplanning

Getplanning
Streamline event planning
and enhance collaboration



Cendyn Getplanning
Enterprise-level, cloud based solution that you can trust
Reduce the barriers of hotel project collaboration

Secure
PCI Compliant with level 1 
certification.

All-in-one dashboard
Supports documents, imagery, 
email, texts and private 
messaging.

Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

Improve event planning for all stakeholders 
with our collaborative, mobile-friendly project 
management tool. Cendyn’s Getplanning 
lets multi-party teams share documents, 
publish information and exchange messages 
in a secure environment with role-based 
permissions.

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Visibility
Real-time notification of 
content updates or team 
communications.

Built for global teams
Supports multi languages 
and allows unlimited users 
and projects.

Flexible
Customizable depending on 
the project or teams that are 
collaborating.

Work on the go
Accessible anywhere and 
mobile enabled.

BELL

GLOBE-EUROPE tablet-alt

Mail-bulk

EDIT

Shield-alt



|  Hospitality Cloud

Hotel CRM with eNgage informs 
front line staff with real-time 
information on the guests they’re 
servicing throughout the day. 

A revolutionary new view of your guests that 
sits on top of your PMS. Cendyn eNgage works 
on any terminal and automatically detects the 
reservation your call center, front desk or guest 
services agent is viewing. Cendyn eNgage 
intelligently guides them through your desired 
service delivery ensuring consistent customer 
service and optimized upsell solicitation.

Customers using Cendyn eNgage

eNgage
Prep your front-line staff to
treat every guest like a VIP



Cendyn eNgage
Bring CRM data to the surface of your guest interactions
Prescribe and predict your guest service

Personalized
Create memorable guest 
experiences with personal 
recognition.

Instant response 
Real-time display of guest 
intelligencefrom eInsight CRM.

Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

Offer real-time information on guests as they 
arrive throughout the day. 

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Any device
Lightweight Windows application 
available for desktop and mobile 
devices.

Configurable
Configurable messaging 
prompts data displays.

Upsell
Prescribe upsell prompts based 
on guest history.

Accuracy
Ensure the accuracy and 
completion of guest profiles 
while servising them.

SITEMAP

user-clock id-badge

clone Donate



|  Hospitality Cloud

Hotel CRM with eLoyalty ensures 
you have the right data and 
tools to communicate effectively 
with your guests throughout the 
travel journey. 

Reward your best guests and your bottom line 
with Cendyn eLoyalty. Our turnkey solution 
gives loyalty members an easy-to-use portal to 
view status, redeem rewards, book upgrades 
and manage profiles, while your staff gets 
centralized management across the loyalty 
ecosystem. eLoyalty integrates with eInsight 
CRM and PMS/CRS systems for a 360-degree 
view and new intimacy with your guests.

“It’s imperative for us to partner with companies that 
are at the cutting edge of their disciplines. In trusting 
Cendyn with our CRM and ‘Hello Rewards’ loyalty 
program, we anticipate ROI for our owners and 
satisfied guests at our hotels.”

Bill Linehan, EVP & CMO
Red Lion Hotels Corporation 

“With Cendyn we were able to understand our guests 
like never before. This enhanced business intelligence 
provided us the ability to drive personalized and 
meaningful communications to support guest 
satisfaction and loyalty.”

Erica Doyne, Senior Director of Marketing,
AMResorts

What hoteliers are saying about 
Cendyn eLoyalty

eLoyalty
Drive more revenue via your

most profitable channels



Cendyn eLoyalty
Consolidate, protect and automate your guest engagement
Build long-term relationships with your best guests

Bespoke
Determine the redemption 
process that fits your business 
requirements.

Revenue
Maximize revenue by 
encouraging repeat business 
and direct bookings.

Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

Reward your best guests and increase your 
per-stay revenue with eLoyalty. Implement a 
centralized platform across your enterprise, 
while providing guests with an easy-to-use 
portal to view and redeem rewards.

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Reward
Reward guests with a personalized 
loyalty experience that encourages 
them to earn points.

Redemption
Use vouchers or integrate with 
CRS to automate your points 
redemption.

Centralize
Simplify and centralize loyalty 
program administration across 
your entire enterprise.

Integrate
Integrate with eInsight™ CRM 
to add social and reservation 
insights to loyalty profiles.

Expand-Arrows-Alt

Arrow-circle-down
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|  Hospitality Cloud

Hotel CRM with eConcierge 
ensures you have the right 
data and tools to communicate 
effectively with your guests 
throughout the travel journey. 

Empower your guests to customize their 
pre-stay itinerary and in-stay experience 
with Cendyn’s eConcierge. As a mobile site 
or desktop portal, the eConcierge interactive 
planner lets guests book a spa or golf date, 
order room service, request supplies and more 
— and gives you an upsell platform. Drive 
incremental revenue and satisfaction with 
real-time communications between guests 
and staff.

“eConcierge enhances the guest experience while 
providing us the opportunity to increase revenues 
by upselling features and services, in advance of 
the guest’s stay.”

Jack Schmidt, Area DOSM,
Washington Duke Inn and Golf Club

“We need to future-proof our customer platforms to 
allow us the ability to immediately recognize our valued, 
repeat guests as well as our first-time guests.”

Eric Cartwright, Director Loyalty & Partnerships,
Minor Hotels

What hoteliers are saying about 
Cendyn eConcierge

eConcierge
Upgrade the guest experience



Cendyn eConcierge
Inform your guests with local amenities and services
Increase your per-stay guest revenue

Access
Give guests direct access to 
customize their pre- and in-stay 
experience.

ROI
Drive substantial upsell revenue 
and easily quantify your ROI.

Ask us for a demo

T +1-561-750-3173
info@cendyn.com

Features and benefits 
for today’s hoteliers

eConcierge empowers your guests to 
customize their pre-stay itinerary and 
in-stay experience.

North American  
Headquarters

980 N Federal Hwy, 2nd Floor  
Boca Raton, FL, 33432 USA
www.cendyn.com

Empower
Reduce concierge line-ups by 
empowering guests to plan in 
advance.

Integrations
Integrate upsells into your 
transactional email workflow.

On brand
Brand-matched eConcierge 
portal optimized for any device.

Fast
Improve response time through 
instant notifications of guest 
requests.

STAR

ENVELOPE

CLOCK
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